
for better typography

grids
Use grids to provide page-to-page consistency, unify 
and align page elements, and provide design continuity 
across related documents.

white space
Giving your design elements enough whitespace is 
important and very helpful in creating a well balanced 
design. Be careful that you don’t over do it, though. Too 
much whitespace used the wrong way can be just as bad 
as too little.

hierarchy
Creating a strong visual hierarchy is very important 
for readers to be able to quickly navigate from most 
important content to least important; it gives them a sort 
of scaffolding to quickly find the specific content they’re 
looking for. It gives a design structure and a logical flow 
of presented information, making it feel more inviting 
for visitors. Visual hierarchy using typography largely 
depends on size, color and spacing.

number of typefaces/fonts
Don’t use more than three typefaces in your design and 
preferably stick with two. With two faces (and a limited 
number of fonts) you can create plenty of variations to fill 
your needs. If three are needed, use the third sparingly 
so you don’t add confusion to your design.

leading
Leading will greatly effect the readability of your text con-
tent. Leading will need to be changed based on the type 
face, size, weight and measure (covered next) used. 

measure
Measure is the width of your text. If it’s too wide then it 
makes it harder for readers to visually travel from one 
line to the next. If it’s too narrow then it will be too much 
eye movement from one line to the next.

paragraph alignment
Justification usually spaces out words awkwardly and 
makes them more difficult to read. Yes, the left and the 
right sides will be flush but readability is more important.

paragraph spacing methods
There are some types of literature that people will  
read no matter how it looks. But for most material, it 
takes coaxing. It takes careful attention to typographic 

details to make the reading material look inviting. Three 
ways to improve the appearance of a page layout are 
to use space, graphics, and contrast to break up text. 
Additionally, there are better ways to put space between 
paragraphs without resorting to double hard returns. Use 
indents or spacing, not both, to separate paragraphs. 

avoid default indent settings
The default indent settings in most design programs are 
not a good choice. Learn when to use smaller or larger 
paragraph indentations.

rivers
Watch for rivers—visually unattractive gaps appearing to 
run down a paragraph of text, due to an accidental align-
ment of spaces. Use letterspacing or line breaks to fix.

widows, orphans and  
ragged line endings
Adjust tracking, letter or word spacing, or hyphenation to 
tighten text and eliminate dangling words (at the top or 
bottom of columns) or ragged line endings. Some design-
ers consider any word or short phrase at the end of a par-
agraph a widow or orphan — if it doesn’t extend across at 
least one-fourth to one-third of the column width.

spacing after periods
The concept of double spacing is leftover from the his-
tory of the typewriter. In a monospaced application like 
a typewriter, the double space was necessary to add a 
more definite space between the end of sentence and 
the beginning of the next, especially because of the extra 
space between letters as a result of the typewriter’s mon-
ospaced nature. With proportionately spaced computer 
type, the empty spaces after periods “know” what they 
are, and give a wider space than a single space between 
words. In computer typesetting, doublespacing after a 
period is usually unnecessary. 

apostrophes and quotes  
vs. feet and inches
Proper quote marks should be “sixty-six and ninety-
nine” quotes. Proper apostrophes should be ‘six and 
nine’ quotes. Even inches and feet should use the same 
shaped marks, not the straight lines that appear when 
smart quotes are off. The mistake happens because type-
writers, pushed for space, decided to have only one neu-
tral quote and apostrophe on the keyboard, not dedicated 
opening and closing quotes, and the convention stuck. 


